
Week 5 Task / Activity I am intending to do Recourses and what I will need to do

Finish research & work towards finished production arrangement

Monday If I do not have sufficient research I will keep doing this until I 
have found enough sources for audio samples. !
- Keep downloading samples until I have enough samples 

downloaded and in a folder together!
- Start producing the different power intros for each show. !
- Decide of different samples that work well together when 

layered, so that my intros get more life and are fuller.!
- Research into the further production techniques and methods 

of power intros and radio imaging 

- Access to laptop with internet connection!
- Download further samples that I feel are missing in my power 

intro drafts !
- turn the rough power intros into realised ideas for each of the 

three selected radio shows using logic prox!
- Experiment with layering the different samples working towards 

a full, interesting and professional array of sound effects!
- Watch videos guides on how other people produce their power 

intros and implement their techniques in my productions

Tuesday - Analyse the steps taking my the youtube tutorial: Radio 
Imaging Tutorial - Producing a Power Intro (part 1-3).!

- Make sure that all samples that I have gained are over 
viewable in a folder and easily accessible. !

- Write up the questionnaire for a DJ for my primary research 
source and get it sent off, making sure that each question is 
precise and gains valuable information. !

- Start cutting and slicing the found samples in week 4 to 
perfection so that they can be used in my next step, starting 
the arrangements of all the power intros. 

- Access to laptop with internet connection !
- Keeping producing the power intros!
- Watch an ideal 20 minute tutorial whilst taking notes on the 

process he goes through, so that I can implement  his 
techniques in my work!

- Think of a maximum of ten questions which gain important 
information, to ask my teachers girlfriend who works for a radio 
station!

- Once these questions are written out and thought though get 
them checked over by class mates and Craig to make sure I 
can then send them off!

- Perfect the cutting of the different samples that I have in logic, 
making sure that there is no popping or cracking at the end due 
to sloppy work



Wednesday - Build up how my power intro develops and in which direction 
to go, capturing the vibe which the show has.!

- Get all the audio samples recorded for the voice overs in the 
power intros, in the studios vocal booths in college!

- Use my voice transformer from the roland aira series for 
distortion and additional effects!

- So that they can be added to the arrangements of the power 
intros, also making sure that they are in the right key to the 
tracks playing. 

- Access to laptop with logic!
- bring in VT-3 to college!!
- Book a studio in college so that I am able to record the void 

samples, also ask Cem is he is able to assist me in recording!
- Ask Phillip for his time if he is able to help me setup the 

microphone and foam walls in the studio!
- Also get Phillip to install the drivers onto the computer so that I 

am able to use my VT-3 for effects, when recording the different 
vocal samples!

- Write down a script for myself and Cem to read out when we 
are in the vocal booth with the headphones on!

- Once they are all recorded I will have to precisely cut each 
sample so I am able to rearrange them how I need each part!

- The pitch flex automation option in logic will help me get the 
vocal samples in key, since I am not a professional vocalist and 
can’t sing in key

Thursday - Put all selected tracks in my application mixed in key to find 
out the different keys that i will be using in my power intro.!

- Make sure that all the weekly planners are informative enough, 
elaborate on points if they are not. !

- Keep working on the power intros arrangements so that I can 
get onto the next step which is mixing it down. !

- The arrangement should be smooth, fluid and also making 
sure that the voice audio samples are clear and 
understandable. 

- By selecting three tracks and choosing a order to play them in, 
in combination with an array of sound effects I will build up 45 
second power intros in logic pro x!

- I will need to use my laptops software called mixed in key and 
simply drag my selected tracks into it to find out which key to 
pitch flex the vocals to!

- Review over my past entries in my weekly planner, making 
points more clear or detailed where I can!

- Send time perfecting each stage of production to a professional 
standard, implementing all the knowledge that I have gained 
over the past 11 units and from my research into radio imaging!

- Double check each channel making sure that each sample is 
clean without any pops at the end, and that each channel is in 
the green dB area 



Friday - Finish off any power intro arrangement that is not complete 
and then start mixing them down at home!

- Brainstorm or write down ideas for my presentation on 
wednesday, writing down the main points of my script that I will 
be covering. !

- After I have finished my rough mix on my headphone I will 
listen to it on my speakers

- Access to laptop with internet connection and logic!
- The arrangements have to be finished before i decide to do a 

final mix down on my head phones at home for each different 
power intro!

-  Each production must be mixed in a college studio on Tuesday 
because it is not professional to mix down on headphones - I 
would also like to use the full potential of the college facilities!

- When i listen to my rough mix down I will be writing down 
anything that comes to mind, which I would like to change or 
watch out for on Tuesday in the studio


